The following discoveries were made about the factors affecting the usage period of main halls.
Historical architecture involves an aspect of enabling long-term use through repeated repairs. The application and purpose of the main hall of Buddhist Temple remains basically the same, and has been expected to be used in the long term as indicated by Horyuji temple which was built 1,300 years ago, still standing today. It is necessary to conduct ongoing repairs in order to use main halls that are not cultural property in the long term, which has led to the accumulation of skills through the repetition of traditional repairs by temple carpenters in each region.
Meanwhile numerous buildings with new applications to meet the needs of the times appeared after modernization, and times have been changing in recent years to reevaluate Japanese construction culture from an environmental perspective due to the emphasis it places on using main halls for a long time, as indicated by expectations that buildings will last longer.
The following discoveries were made about the impact on the usage period of main halls.
(1) Period of use of previous main halls and reasons for reconstruction Reconstruction to upgrade the functions or change the applications of previous main halls were for those used for a short period, and reconstruction due to aging was for those used for a long period. When organized by era of completion, the factors that contributed to the previous main hall being used for a short period were natural disaster during and before the Edo Period, and aging for both short-term use and long-term use from the Meiji Period onwards.
(2) Ideal period of use of main halls Including future expectations, it is believed that priests wish to continue using current main halls for the period of similar tendency as the ideal period of use of main halls. Therefore, the revival of the practice of continuing to repair main halls is also expected today.
(3) Past periods of use of main halls, and future planned periods of use
The future planned periods of use of main halls does not seem to be affected by when they were completed, and structural issues with the main halls such as aging of structural materials had an impact.
(4) Estimated period of use of main halls and period of use of previous main halls In temples where the previous main hall was used for a long period, there is a trend of the future estimated period of use of the main hall being used longer, and the practice of using the main hall for a long period has been passed down from generation to generation.
(5) Estimated period of use and size of wooden main halls In many cases, newly established temples with main halls of non-wooden construction are used for a short period, and temples with wooden main halls with a long history are used for a long period, indicating that size also had an impact on the estimated period of use of main halls.
It could be said that main halls of temple built in a variety of eras were valuable in revealing the period of use and the factors impacting long-term use. Although not all main halls need to be used for a long period, we believe that a nationwide study needs to be conducted quickly to maintain and preserve invaluable main halls that are being lost because some priests do not necessarily expect to use main halls for a long period. If legally protected temple and shrine construction using traditional wooden construction methods becomes accessible techniques in the future, this is expected to lead to valuable main halls and traditional skills being passed on. 
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